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Skills-First Hiring
Made Easy

Using digitally verifiable credentials, we’re creating a better experience for job seekers, employers, and institutional credential issuers by combining a GenAi resume builder with a talent discovery network.
See how it worksGet started
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Overview
Welcome to SmartResume, the world's first certified talent network bringing together job seekers, employers, and certifying institutions.

Job seekers
A SmartResume can certify accomplishments, store powerful data, and make you discoverable for your skills.

Employers
Discover talent based on skill, verify credentials in real time, and hire based on qualifications not first impressions.





A new way to hire (or be hired)
Start using SmartResume today

Get started




Resumes haven't evolved in hundreds of years
Paper resumes lack the data required in a digital world to empower employers to discover, recruit, and hire the talent they need to thrive.
...Until now!
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Unlocking the power of digital credentials
SmartResume places digitally verifiable credentials into the hands of the job seeker, empowering them to provide trusted data to employers about their skills, capabilities and credentials in a certified talent marketplace.




Trustworthy Credentials
With SmartResume, institutions can stand behind individuals. Via blockchain certified digital credentials job seekers can carry their degrees, certifications and other credentials with them for life. These credentials protect institutions from falsified records that can harm their reputation, and allow employers to verify important records in real time.
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We make it easy to stand out
Every SmartResume starts with high quality resume content provided by institutions. We take care of the formatting, walk you through creating a comprehensive resume, and provide a machine readable format so SmartResumes can be used anywhere one looks for work. SmartResumes can be updated by institutions over time to keep academic and professional records fresh. And they look amazing.

Get Started
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Discover Hidden Talent
Job seekers and employers are protected from hiring bias in the certified talent marketplace. SmartResumes are anonymized so they can be evaluated by employers without any information on a job seeker's appearance, race, gender or ethnicity.
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A new way to hire (or be hired)
Start using SmartResume today

Get started
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